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Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let P be a locally finite 
partially ordered set (this means each segment {z 1 x 6 z < y} is finite). The 
incidence algebra Z(P, R) is the left R-algebra consisting of all functions 
f: Pz -+ R such that if f(p, q) # 0, then p < q. Operations on Z(P, R) are 
defined as 
(.I-+ g)(P? 4) =f(p, 4) + dP3 4) 
(fg)(P, 4) = c BP? x) &9 4) 
p$xcq 
(rf)(P, 4) = G(PY 4)). 
Incidence algebras were first defined by Rota in [9]. One of the 
interesting problems concerning them is whether or not an incidence 
algebra Z(P, R) determines the underlying p.o. set P; i.e., does Z(P, R) N 
Z(Q, R) imply PE Q? 
We should remark at the beginning that we are interested here only in 
R-algebra isomorphisms Z(P, R) N Z(Q, R). It is also possible to study a 
weaker problem assuming only that Z(P, R) and Z(Q, R) are isomorphic as 
rings-Froelich [4] showed when P and Q are connected, these problems 
are equivalent. Note, however, that it is not necessary for R to be com- 
mutative in order to define Z(P, R)--if R is not commutative, then 
Froelich’s observation no longer holds and one has to be more careful. We 
are assuming throughout this note, however, that R is commutative. 
Partial results on the isomorphism problem have been obtained by many 
authors. Some of the most interesting results show that this question has 
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an affirmative answer if R is a field (Stanley [lo]), R is indecomposable 
modulo its radical (Voss [ ll]), R is Noetherian (Ribenboim [8]), R is the 
product of indecomposable rings (Froelich [4]), or P and Q are finite 
(Froelich [4]). Our primary goal in this paper is an investigation of the 
extent to which this last result can be extended to p.o. sets of infinite 
cardinality. To this end, we prove in Section II 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P, Q be countable, locally finite partially ordered sets. 
Then I( P, R) N Z( Q, R) implies P 2: Q. 
In other words, we show that Froelich’s result can be extended to coun- 
table sets. In fact, our argument in Theorem 2.1 shows more-namely that 
the “countable” assumption can be dropped if one weakens the conclusion 
to P, Q being “potentially isomorphic” instead of isomorphic. 
In Section III, the converse of the above statement is examined. It is 
there shown that if P, Q are potentially isomorphic, locally finite partially 
ordered sets, then there exists a commutative ring R such that Z(P, R) N 
Z(Q, R). Since there exist potentially isomorphic p.o. sets which are not 
isomorphic, this shows that, as a general result, Theorem 2.1 is best 
possible. 
Sections II and III together prove 
THEOREM 3.4. Let P and Q be locally finite p.o. sets. Then P and Q are 
potentially isomorphic if and only if there exists a commutative ring R such 
that Z(P, R) N Z(Q, R). 
If e,, e, are idempotents in R, we will say that e, is below e, if elez = e,. 
Our construction in Section II can also be used to prove the following. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let P, Q be locally finite p.o. sets. Assume R contains 
a nonzero idempotent which has less than 2N0 idempotents below it, Then 
Z(P, R) 2: Z(Q, R) implies P 2: Q. 
Finally, we show in Corollary 3.5 that X0 can be replaced by N, in the 
above if it is assumed that one of P, Q is countable. 
We remark that Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 2.2 include as special cases 
all of the previously mentioned partial results. However, it must be noted 
that some of the earlier results were proved in the more general setting of 
preorders and some of our proofs do not apply to the preorder case. We 
have decided in this paper to follow the examples of Rota [9], 
Stanley [lo], and Farkas [3], and restrict our attention to partial orders. 
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I. PRELIMINARIES 
First we establish some notation for Z(P, R). If p, q E P and p 6 q, let 
fpy E Z(P, R) denote the function which is 1 on (p, q) and 0 elsewhere. If 
g E Z( P, R), then we express g as g = C, G 4 up4 f,, where spy = g( p, q). Such 
an infinite sum makes sense but we have to be careful-there is no general 
notion of convergence in Z(P, R). Also, there is no reason to expect 
R-algebra homomorphisms to respect infinite sums. 
Let J(R) denote the Jacobson radical. We will without further comment 
use the familiar fact that 0 is the only idempotent in J(R). 
The following result is well known and is proved by several authors (e.g., 
voss [ll]). 
LEMMA 1.1. J(Z(P,R))={~a,,f,,~a,~J(R)forallp~P}. 
Let U(Z(P, R)) = {feZ(P, R) 1 f(p,p)=O for all PEP}. Note that 
U(Z(P, R)) G J(Z(P, R)) and these ideals are equal if and only if J(R) = 0. 
Note also that n, a 1 (U(Z(P, R)))” = 0. The following nice result appears in 
Stanley [lo], and will be required in the next section. In the lemma, A is 
not assumed to be commutative. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose J is an ideal of an associative ring A satisfying 
n n ~, J” = 0. Suppose e, f, e’, f’ are idempotents in A such that e’ - e and 
f’ -f belong to J. Then eAf = 0 if and only if e’Af’ = 0. 
Finally, we require the following observation about idempotents in 
Z(P, RI. 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume f, = g + h (module J(Z(P, R))), where g and h are 
orthogonal idempotents in Z(P, R). Then there exists an idempotent eE R 
such that g = ef,, (modulo U(Z(P, R))) and h = (1 -e) fpp (modulo 
WV’, RI)). 
Proof First observe that g(p, p) and h(p, p) are orthogonal idem- 
potents of R and g(p, p)+ h(p, p)= 1 + j where jE J(R), by Lemma 1.1. 
Since j is an idempotent, we conclude that j = 0 and set e = g(p, p). 
If q E P, q # p, then g(q, q) and h(q, q) are orthogonal idempotents 
satisfying g(q, q) + h(q, q) E J(R). We conclude that g(q, q) = h(q, q) = 0 as 
before, and this completes the proof. 1 
II. COUNTABLE SETS 
In this section, we will prove Theorem 2.1 as stated in the Introduction. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let a: Z(P, R) + Z(Q, R) be an R-algebra 
isomorphism where P, Q are countable. 
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Let pi, p2 be arbitrary elements of P where p, # pz. Assume that 
alwJ=LEQ arsfrs and ~(fpzpJ = LaQ b,f,,. First we need some 
observations concerning the elements ars and b,,. 
(i) For any r E Q, a,., and b,, are orthogonal idempotents. 
(ii) If r i, r2eQ with rl #r,, then a,,.,arzr2=0. 
To see this, let g,,g,EZ(P, R) be such that cx(g,)=~~,,,f~,~~ and cl(g2)= 
c rfr, arrfrr. g, and g, are orthogonal idempotents of Z(P, R) and 
a(f,, PI - g, - g2) E JMQ, R)), so f,,,, - g, - g, E J(Z(P, R)). Lemma 1.3 
tells us that there exists an idempotent e of R such that g, = ef,,,, 
(mod U(Z(P, R))) and g,= (1 -e) f,,,, (mod U(Z(P, R))). Hence arlr, = 
ea r,,, (mod J(R)) and u~~,~ = (1 -e) arzrz (mod J(R)). Thus ea,z,z = 0 
(mod J(R)), so arlr,arzr2 = ea,,,,a,,,, = 0 (mod J(R)) and a,,,,arzr2 = 0. 
(iii) Suppose rlEQ and C(-l(f,,r,)=Cp,ytPcpyfpy. Then cplP,=arlr,. 
To see this, first note that (ii) allows us to conclude that ~(a,,,, f,,,,) = 
a,,,,f,,,, + Cr+s ar,r, ars f,.,. The second term here is in J(Z(Q, R)), so 
we conclude that ~‘(a,,,, frlrl)=a,,,, f,,,, (mod.Z(Z(P, R))). But 
C(-‘(a,,,,f,,,,)=C,,,..a,,,,c,,f,, and so a,,,,=a,,.,c,,,,+j, where 
j, EJ(R). Since arlr, -a,,,,~,,,, is idempotent, we have a,,,, = arlr,cPIP,. 
Similarly, we can argue in the other direction to conclude that cplp, = 
a r,r, cpl p, 3 and so arlr, = cp, pI. 
Now we will see how to use u to construct an isomorphism from P to 
Q. List the elements of P and Q as P = {x1, x2, . . . }, Q = ( y, , y,, . ..}. We 
wish to relabel the elements of P as (ui, u2, . ..> and of Q as (u;, u2, . ..} so 
the map uib ui is an isomorphism from P to Q. 
Assume ~r(f’,.~-,) = C ~,,,f~,,~. Since f,,,, is idempotent, we know there 
exists r such that u~,,~, q! J(R). Choose any such term and set u1 = xi, 
01= Yr, and e, = a,.,.,,. 
From (ii), we have u(ei f,,,,) = e, f,,“, + j, where jl(q, q) = 0 for all q E Q. 
To summarize the situation at present, we have a(ei f,,,,) = e, f,,“, + j, 
where U, E P, u, E Q, e, E R, and j, E U(Z(Q, R)). 
We proceed inductively as follows. Let k be the smallest integer such that 
y, has not yet been chosen as a ui (at our current stage, k = 1 if u, # y, and 
k = 2 otherwise). 
Say dfvkyk) = C GJ,~~,. 
Then m-‘(el fVkYk) = C e, cx,x,fr,x,. 
Since e 1 fyk Ye is a nonzero idempotent, we may choose I such that 
e, cx,,, # J(R). 
Set u2 = xl, u2 = y,, e, = e, c,,,,. Note that (iii) tells us that c,,,, is the 
coefficient of fyk ye in Wx,,,), and so by (ii), xl # x1. 
Now ~-‘(e2f02d = e2fuzuz + m where m E U(Z(P, R)). Therefore 
e2 fv,o, = de2fuzu,) + a(m) and E(m) EJ(Z(Q, R)). 
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Say dm 1 = C 4, y, f,,, v,. If d =,.“, # 0 for some i, then we see that dYsy, is a 
nonzero idempotent (since the coefficient off,,,.V, in cl(fU2J is idempotent) 
in J(R), and this is impossible. We conclude that a(m) E U(Z(Q, R)). 
Let j, = -a(m). 
So we have de2fu,u,) = edv2t32 +h. 
Next we select the minimum t such that x, has not, as yet, been selected 
as a u,---next the minimum for yi, and so on. Continuing this back and 
forth procedure inductively, we are able to assign labels ui, ui such that in 
each case 
4eifu,,,) = ei.f”,“, + ji, 
where ei is an idempotent in R such that ei 1 ei+, for all i> 1 and 
jig U(Z(Q, R)). Observe that (ii) and (iii) guarantee that this procedure will 
always select distinct U’S and distinct U’S from those previously selected. 
Finally, we must check that this correspondence preserves order. We 
have 
ui g uj Ofu8u,Z(P, R) fu,u, Z 0 
0 eifu,U,Z(P, R) ej fu,+ # 0 since ei 1 ej or ej 1 e, 
* dei.L,,,) Z(Q, RI dejf,,) + 0 
* (eiL,,v, + ji) Z(Q, RNejf,, + jj) + 0 
0 eif”,“,Z(Q, R) ejf,, # 0 by Lemma 1.2 (since n U(Z(Q, R))” = 0) 
-fJ(Q, R) f,, Z 0 as before 
oviQvj. 
The proof is complete. 1 
Recall the following definition, familiar to logicians. 
DEFINITION. A partial &morphism of P and Q is an isomorphism 
4: P’ + Q’ where P’ and Q1 are subpartial orders of P and Q, respectively. 
A potential isomorphism of P and Q is a nonempty set @ of partial 
isomorphisms such that whenever q5~ @, PEP, and q E Q, then there is 
8 E @ such that 6 extends 4, p E dam(0), and q E ran(O). If there exists 
a potential isomorphism of P and Q, then we say that P and Q are 
potentially isomorphic. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 actually shows that if P, Q are locally finite 
p.o. sets, then Z(P, R) N Z(Q, R) implies P and Q are potentially 
isomorphic. Indeed, if @ is the collection of all functions q5 from P to Q, 
with finite domain, having the property that there exists an idempotent 
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e = e(4) E R such that if p~dom 4,@(p) = q if and only if a(eS,,) = e&, 
(mod J(Q, R)) then @ is the desired partial isomorphism. We will discuss 
the converse of this result in the next section. 
For certain rings, however, the argument given in Theorem 2.1 does 
yield the stronger conclusion that P N Q for all P and Q. An example is 
Corollary 2.2 stated in the Introduction. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. Let cc I(P, R) -+ Z(Q, R) be an R-algebra 
isomorphism and assume e is a nonzero idempotent with fewer than 2’O 
idempotents below it. It follows that c( induces an isomorphism a from 
Z( P, eR) to Z( Q, eR). 
Say WJ = IE a4,Jqrq,. 
For each subset Qi of {q 1 ay4 # 0}, Lemma 1.3 shows us there exists 
an idempotent e(Qi) of eR such that cl(e(Q,)fpp}=CqEe,a44f4Y 
(mod JMQ, WI). 
But there are less than 2N0 idempotents in eR, and so less than 2N0 
possible subsets. Hence {q 1 aq4 # 0}, is finite, and this is true for each p E P. 
A similar result holds for a-‘(f,,) for any q E Q. Because these sets are 
all finite, the procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 2.1 can now be 
used to build an isomorphism from P to Q. Roughly speaking, the sets are 
now divided into countable classes, each one of which can be handled 
by 2.1. 
III. ARBITRARY CARDINALITY 
Potential isomorphisms were defined in Section II. This concept makes 
sense for structures other than partial orders, and some of our remarks will 
hold in more general settings. As previously noted, potential isomorphism 
is a familiar concept from logic; the reader should consult Barwise [ 1 ] for 
a readable account. By a fundamental theorem of Karp [6], potential 
isomorphism is the same concept as (co, o)-equivalence, clearly 
demonstrating that it is an equivalence relation. We will write P gp Q when 
P, Q are potentially isomorphic. 
Ideas from set theory will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
(Standard references are Jech [S] and Kunen [7].) A Boolean algebra B 
is complete if every subset { ai: i E Z} has a least upper bound, denoted by 
ViE I ai. Complete Boolean algebras are central in modern set theory, being 
used to obtain independence results by means of forcing. We let V denote 
the universe of set theory. For a complete Boolean algebra B, we let VE be 
the Boolean extension of V which has truth values in B. If u is a first-order 
sentence in a language appropriate for discussing VB, then [olB denotes 
the element of B which is the truth value of c in VB. Elements of VE are 
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denoted in this language by B-names. The canonical B-name used to 
denote x E V is 1. In case u is a sentence for which [al = 1, we shall alter- 
natively write VB /= cr. 
Collapsing Boolean algebras are among the most useful complete 
Boolean algebras. Let K be an uncountable cardinal. Then there is a 
canonical complete Boolean algebra B, which collapses K onto K,; that is, 
VBK /= 161 = K,. It should be noted that jB,I = 2”. 
There is a characterization of potential isomorphism, first noted by 
Ellentuck [2], which will be important for us. For partial orders P and Q, 
P y Q iff VB k P N Q for some complete Boolean algebra B. 
It follows from Proposition 3.1 below that if P zP Q and IPI, 1Ql <K, then 
B, can be the complete Boolean algebra chosen. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf P =P Q and P, Q are both countable, then P N Q. 
Thus an alternative way of proving Theorem 2.1 is to view it as a 
consequence of Theorem 3.4. 
If @: P -+ Q is a potential isomorphism and JC is an infinite cardinal, 
then let us say that @ has character K if whenever p E P and q E Q, then the 
sets {$(p):4~@andp~dom(d)} and {d-l(q):dE@andqEran(b)} both 
have cardinality <K. The next two propositions are generalizations of 
Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf @J: P+ Q is a potential isomorphism which has 
character NO, then P 1: Q. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the Compactness Theorem 
of logic. We give the details. First, without loss of generality, we can 
assume that all functions in 0 are finite and that each restriction of any 4 
in @ is also in @. We will obtain an isomorphism ~1: P + Q, each finite 
restriction of which is in @. Consider the set of the following first-order 
sentences: 
“f is a one-one function” 
f(P)=40 vf(P)=ql v ... Vf(P)=qm, 
where PEP and (qo,ql, . . . . qm) = {4(~):4~@), 
f(po)=4 “f(P,)=q” ... “f(Pn)=% 
where qEQ and {po, Pi,..., P,>= {4-1(q):4E@). 
Clearly, each finite subset of the above set is consistent; in fact, each 
finite subset is satisfied by some 4 E @. By the Compactness Theorem there 
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is some f satisfying this set of sentences. Then c( = f 1 P is the desired 
isomorphism. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If @: P -+ Q is a potential isomorphism which has 
character K, and P is countable, then P N Q. 
Proof The hypotheses clearly imply Q is countable. Then P 2: Q 
follows from Proposition 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. To complete the proof of Theorem 3.4 we must 
show that if P and Q are potentially isomorphic, locally finite partially 
ordered sets then there exists a commutative ring R such that Z(P, R) = 
I(Q, R). Suppose P =P Q and let B be some complete Boolean algebra such 
that 
Then there is a B-name I3 such that 
VE k 0: P + Q is an isomorphism. 
For pEP and qEQ let 
b,, = [0(/Y) = 4’1 E B. 
All that needs to be known about the elements b,, is the following: 
(1) foreachpcP,V,b,,=l; 
(1’) for each qeQ, V,b,,= 1; 
(2) if bP,4,bP242 #O, then p1 < p2 iff q1 d q2. 
It follows from (2) that 
(3) ifp,,p,EP are distinct and qEQ, then bP,4bP24=0; 
(3’) if ql, q2EQ are distinct and pE P, then b,,,,b,,,=O. 
Property (1) corresponds to the fact that dam(B) = P, and (1’) to the fact 
that ran(O) = Q. Property (2) corresponds to the fact that for pl, p2 E P, 
p1 G p2 iff e(pl) G e(p2). 
We now define the isomorphism a: Z(P, B) -+ Z(Q, B). For fE Z(P, B) and 
41, q2E Q, 
(@-)(q, 2 42) = V bp,q,bpmf(pl~ ~2). 
P1 d PI 
To see that a is a homomorphism we show that a preserves addition, 
multiplication, and scalar multiplication. 
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Addition 
(%I-+ g))(q,qz) 
= v bp,q,bp*&-+ ‘Y)(PlT PJPIG PZ 
= v bp,q,bpZq2(f(P1’ P2) +g(PlT Pd) PL 6 P2 
= v bP,q,bPZq2fh~ PZ)+ v bP,4,bPmg(p~> ~2) 
PI 4 P2 Pl G PZ 
= (@f)(qlt 42) + (crg)(q, 9 42). 
Multiplication 
((d-)(crg))(c7,? 92) 
= 
c cv 
bP,q,bpqfh~ P) v bpqbm g(p, Pz) 
Y PIGP P G P2 
YlG9G92 
= c v c bP,q,bPqbP2q2fh~ PI g(pv PZ) 
4lG;~42 
PIG PZ P 
P1 G P s PZ 
= v bPIq,bPZq2~V b,,f(p,, PI dp, ~2) 
PI G P2 P Y  
= v bP141bP242 1 f(P,, P) &T(PT Pz) 
PI G P2 P 
PlGPGP2 
= v bP,4,bP2qJ.k(P,~ ~2) 
PlC P? 
= (w--))(q,, q2). 
Scalar Mzdtiplication 
(cW-)Nq, 7 42) = v bp,q,bp,q,WM,, 42) 
PIGP2 
= V b,q,bp2qd-h q2) 
PI G P2 
= r v bp,q,bP~qJ-(q,~ qd 
PI GP2 
= r((d-)(q,, 42)). 
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Finally, we will show that c1 is an isomorphism by exhibiting cc-‘; let 
/?: Z(Q, R) + Z(P, R), where 
To show that fl is the inverse of u we need to show that both 8~ and c$ 
are identity functions. By symmetry, we need only check the first one. 
= V bp,q,bpmfh’~2) 
41 s 42 
=f(p,, P?). I 
We remark that Corollary 2.2 can be proven using Theorem 3.4 and 
Proposition 3.2. Rather than give the details of the argument, we prove a 
corollary which has a similar method of proof. The first part of this 
argument is similar to that given earlier for Corollary 2.2. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let P, Q be locally finite partially ordered sets with P 
countable. Assume R contains a nonzero idempotent which has less than 2’l 
idempotents below it. Then Z(P, R) % Z(Q, R) implies P 1: Q. 
Proof Let tl: Z(P, R) + Z( Q, R) be an R-algebra isomorphism and 
assume e is a nonzero idempotent with fewer than 2” idempotents below 
it. Then CI induces an isomorphism 6: Z(P, eR) + Z(Q, eR). Say 
Then for each set Q, c {q E: Q 1 aqq # 0} there is, by Lemma 1.3, an idem- 
potent 4Ql)~R such that ~(e(Q,)fp,p)=~qEe,~4qfqq (mod WQ, RI)). 
But there are less than 2x’ idempotents in eR, and so less than 2X1 subsets 
Q,. Hence {q 1 a,, # 0} is countable and the potential isomorphism 
constructed in Theorem 3.4 has character x,. The result now follows by 
Proposition 3.3. 1 
For an infinite cardinal rc, let P, be the partially ordered set, consisting 
of K elements, which has a unique minimal element and such that no two 
non-minimal elements are comparable. Then for any two infinite cardinals 
K and ;1, P, zp Pi,. If K = N, and J. = Xi, the ring B, constructed in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4, such that Z(P,, B) 2: Z(P,, B) has cardinality 2Kl. 
607/X4/2-8 
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Corollary 3.5 then tells us that B is of minimal cardinality with the 
property that the incidence algebras of P, and P1 are B-isomorphic. 
Finally we observe that there are locally finite partially ordered sets, of 
arbitrary cardinality, which are determined by potential isomorphism. For 
example, let u be an ordinal and 
with the only relations up <b, iff ,u < v. It is not difficult to check that P is 
determined by potential isomorphism. 
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